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ABSTRACT: Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a clinical cancer
treatment modality based on the induction of therapeutic
reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can trigger immunogenic
cell death (ICD). With the aim of simultaneously improving
both PDT-mediated intracellular ROS production and ICD
levels, we designed a serum albumin (SA)-coated boehmite
(“B”; aluminum hydroxide oxide) organic−inorganic scaffold
that could be loaded with chlorin e6 (Ce6), a photosensitizer,
and a honey bee venom melittin (MLT) peptide, denoted Ce6/
MLT@SAB. Ce6/MLT@SAB was anchored by a boehmite
nanorod structure and exhibited particle size of approximately
180 nm. Ce6/MLT@SAB could significantly reduce hemolysis
relative to that of free MLT, while providing MLT-enhanced
PDT antitumor effects in vitro. Compared with Ce6@SAB, Ce6/
MLT@SAB improved Ce6 penetration of cancer cells both in vitro and in vivo, thereby providing enhanced intracellular
ROS generation with 660 nm light treatment. Following phototreatment, Ce6/MLT@SAB-treated cells displayed
significantly improved levels of ICD and abilities to activate dendritic cells. In the absence of laser irradiation, multidose
injection of Ce6/MLT@SAB could delay the growth of subcutaneous murine tumors by more than 60%, compared to
controls. When combined with laser irradiation, a single injection and phototreatment with Ce6/MLT@SAB eradicated
one-third of subcutaneous tumors in treated mice. The addition of an immune checkpoint blockade to Ce6/MLT@SAB
phototreatment further augmented antitumor effects, generating increased numbers of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in tumors
with concomitant reduction of myeloid-derived suppressor cells.
KEYWORDS: photodynamic therapy, cancer immunotherapy, melittin, immunogenic cell death, immune checkpoints, anti-PD-1

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a clinical cancer
treatment modality that is minimally invasive, minimally
toxic, and spatiotemporally selective.1 To improve the

antitumor effects of PDT, various strategies combining PDT
and immune checkpoint blockades have recently been
explored.2−4 Reactive oxygen species (ROS), generated by
photosensitizers during laser treatment, can directly eliminate
cancer cells. Further, PDT is capable of initiating systemic
antitumor immune responses by inducing the presentation of

tumor-associated antigens.5,6 Physiological barriers that
surround target cells (e.g., vascular walls, extracellular matrix
components, and cell glycocalyx) limit the penetration of
photosensitizers into tumor cells, which hampers the efficacy of
PDT-mediated cancer cell killing.7−9 Although ROS produced
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by PDT may trigger a certain level of immune responses, the
level of immunogenic cell death (ICD) is usually insufficient to
promote strong host adaptive immune activation.10,11 Thus,
the development of an approach that can facilitate photo-
sensitizer penetration and enhance ICD levels would be
beneficial for PDT-based cancer therapy.
Cytolytic peptides, one of the most effective types of

candidate anticancer drugs, possess excellent lytic properties
that endow them with inherent inhibitory activities toward
cancer cells.12 Melittin (MLT) is the main component of bee
venom; it comprises a 26 amino acid amphipathic cationic
peptide (GIGAVLKVLTTGLPALISWIKRKRQQ-NH2).13,14

MLT acts as a nonselective cytolytic peptide that physically
and chemically disrupts all prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell

membranes by forming transmembrane pores, thereby causing
rapid cell death. Due to the high cytolytic activity of free MLT
that directly kills cancer cells, diverse platforms have been
developed to deliver MLT.15−18 MLT-induced membrane
permeability enhancement and cell death occur nearly
simultaneously. In this context, we hypothesized that a method
to reduce the toxicity of MLT could be used in membrane
permeability regulation. Additionally, our previous work and a
work by another group have shown that, by coupling MLT
with immunological therapy, MLT-triggered cell death can
enhance dendritic cell (DC) activation.19−21 Consequently, we
hypothesized that, considering the attenuated toxicity of MLT,
it might facilitate the penetration of nanoparticles into the

Figure 1. Characterization of Ce6/MLT@SAB. (A) Construction of Ce6/MLT@SAB. (B) TEM image of Ce6/MLT@SAB. (C) Size
distributions of AlO(OH), Ce6@SAB, and Ce6/MLT@SAB. (D) Zeta-potentials at different synthetic steps. (E) FTIR spectra of AlO(OH),
SA, and Ce6/MLT@SAB. (F) UV−vis spectra of Ce6/MLT@SAB and free Ce6. (G) Tyndall effect of Ce6/MLT@SAB (DI water, PBS, 5×
PBS, and RPMI 1640 + 10% FBS). Data are presented as the mean ± SEM (n = 3). (H) Hemolysis assay of free MLT and Ce6/MLT@SAB in
various solutions with MLT concentrations of 0−50 μM. (I) Relative hemolysis percentages based on treatment with free MLT and Ce6/
MLT@SAB. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM (n = 3).
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Figure 2. Cellular uptake and treatment effects of Ce6/MLT@SAB in vitro. (A) Confocal imaging of 4T1 cells after incubation with free
MLT and FITC mixture or Ce6/MLT@SAB and FITC mixture. Scale bar = 20 μm. (B) Confocal imaging of intracellular uptake in 4T1 cells.
(C) Flow cytometry quantification of Ce6 in 4T1 cells after incubation with Ce6@SAB or Ce6/MLT@SAB. Scale bar = 25 μm. (D) TEM
images demonstrating intracellular uptake after incubation with Ce6@SAB and Ce6/MLT@SAB. Scale bar = 1 μm. (E) Confocal imaging of
cellular ROS generation in 4T1 cancer cells. Scale bar = 50 μm. (F) Flow cytometry quantification of ROS production in 4T1 tumor cells
after various treatments. (G) In vitro cytotoxicity of Ce6@SAB(+), Ce6/MLT@SAB, and Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) (45 s, 5 mW cm−2). (H) Flow
cytometry detection of apoptosis/necrosis in 4T1 cells. (I) Statistical analysis of apoptotic/necrotic 4T1 cells. The (+) indicates 660 nm
laser irradiation. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 3).
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tumor cells and further improve the ICD levels induced by
PDT.
Herein, an organic−inorganic nanocarrier is developed with

serum albumin (SA)-coated boehmite (“B”, aluminum
hydroxide oxide [AlO(OH)]); it is loaded with chlorin e6
(Ce6), a photosensitizer, and MLT. This construct is denoted
as Ce6/MLT@SAB and is created via a simple and
noncovalent approach. Ce6/MLT@SAB can protect against
the acute toxicity of MLT and retains its ability to act on the
cytomembranes of the matrix and internal organelles, thus
increasing cell membrane permeability. In theory, with the
assistance of MLT, the Ce6/MLT@SAB can more easily
accumulate in tumor cells, permitting greater intercellular ROS
production by PDT in those cells. Moreover, because of the
killing effect of MLT, it can also further promote the essential
ICD required for efficient antigen-presenting cell activation in
the presence of combined PDT treatment. Additionally, the
pro-oxidant activity of boehmite contributes to the enhanced
glutathione (GSH) depletion efficiency of Ce6/MLT@SAB,
which is beneficial for the tumor therapeutic effects of
PDT.22−24 Therefore, the formed platform may have the
following advantages: (a) Due to the MLT-induced trans-
membrane pores that enhance the permeability of cancer cells,
MLT can kill cancer cells effectively and can promote
nanoparticle accumulation within those cells, thus promoting
multiple ROS production in cancer cells. (b) With the aid of
MLT, the ICD triggered by PDT achieves a more robust effect
by enhancing the release of some danger-associated molecular
patterns (DAMPs). Thus, this MLT synergistic immunogenic
PDT nanocarrier might provide an excellent tool for boosting
PDT against the tumor. (c) The nanoscale design of AlO(OH)
has excellent biocompatibility with both immune and cancer
cells at a high concentration; moreover, it can reduce the
content of GSH, which is plentiful in the cancer cells and
related to cancer progression as a result of its antioxidant and
detoxification capacity, thus improving the antitumor ther-
apeutic effect.23,27

RESULTS
Synthesis and Characterization of Ce6/MLT@SAB. Al

compounds are considered to be nonredox active themselves
but can promote biological oxidation both in vitro and in vivo
as a so-called “pro-oxidant”, leading to increased ROS during
Al exposure. ROS subsequently can react with and deplete
GSH, which is one of the most important biological
antioxidants.25−27 Therefore, we chose AlO(OH) compounds
as the starting material for the synthesis of the nanoplatform.
The synthetic route of the Ce6/MLT@SAB nanoplatform is
shown in Figure 1A. AlO(OH) nanoparticles were synthesized
by a hydrothermal method, based on previous literature.28,29

To further improve the biocompatibility for biomedical
applications, SA was incorporated into AlO(OH) nanoparticles
by electrostatic interactions, resulting in SA-coated AlO(OH)
nanoparticles (SAB). To synthesize Ce6/MLT@SAB, Ce6 and
MLT were attached to SAB via electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions among Ce6, MLT, and SA, and the structures of
Ce6, MLT, and SA are shown in Figure S1.30 The shape and
size of the Ce6/MLT@SAB were analyzed by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and dynamic light scattering
(DLS); Ce6/MLT@SAB has a nanorod structure with a
diameter of 184.2 ± 5.4 nm, which slightly differs from those
of SAB (152.4 ± 6.8 nm) and Ce6@SAB (204.9 ± 11.7 nm)
(Figure 1B,C). The size difference between Ce6/MLT@SAB

and Ce6@SAB was mainly attributed to the encapsulation of
MLT, owing to the positive charge of MLT which presumably
allowed MLT to adsorb to Ce6@SAB (negatively charged)
through electrostatic forces, which could have a contractive
effect on the overall Ce6/MLT@SAB structure (Figure 1C).31

To further investigate the physiochemical properties of the
platform, zeta-potentials of AlO(OH), SAB, Ce6@SAB, free
MLT, and Ce6/MLT@SAB were measured, as shown in
Figure 1D. Compared to Ce6@SAB (−23.4 ± 1.5 mV), Ce6/
MLT@SAB showed an increased zeta-potential of −17.6 ± 1.5
mV, suggesting successful loading of the positively charged
MLT (22.5 ± 1.5 mV); this was consistent with the DLS
result. The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of
AlO(OH), SA, and Ce6/MLT@SAB nanocomposites are
shown in Figure 1E. The significant peaks of the characteristic
stretching vibration of amide carbonyl and the bending
vibration of N−H in secondary amines were detected at
1658 and 1533 cm−1,32,33 and these demonstrated the presence
of SA in Ce6/MLT@SAB. Additionally, Ce6 loading in Ce6/
MLT@SAB was confirmed by UV−vis absorbance (Figure
1F). After Ce6 loading, the absorption of Ce6/MLT@SAB
demonstrated a characteristic peak at 660 nm, which was
slightly red-shifted compared to the peak of pure Ce6 (650
nm), possibly due to the interaction between Ce6 and SA. The
Tyndall effect of Ce6/MLT@SAB was visibly observed; it
showed no major hydrodynamic size change within 48 h
(Figure 1G), thus demonstrating its excellent stability.34 By
further observing size fluctuations of the NPs in different
media over a sustained period of time, it was found that Ce6/
MLT@SAB was stable in deionized (DI) water, phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS), and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) plus
cell culture medium, pointing toward stability in storage and
for in vivo applications (Figure S2). We have carried out
studies to illustrate potential clinical applications of
MLT.19,35,36 As mentioned above, we found that SA could
serve as an excellent stabilizer and could ensure facile MLT
loading onto Ce6/MLT@SAB, with a high efficiency of 38%
for MLT encapsulation (Figure S3). More importantly, the use
of Ce6/MLT@SAB only resulted in 25% hemolysis with MLT
concentrations up to 50 μM (Figure 1H,I), whereas the
concentration of free MLT that could cause complete lysis of
red blood cells (RBCs) was 4 μM, indicating that the
established platform could greatly improve MLT hemocom-
patibility. Finally, we tested the pro-oxidant activity of Ce6/
MLT@SAB and found that the nanoplatform could effectively
reduce the GSH content in 4T1 cells (Figure S4). Together,
these results suggested that we successfully synthesized a
biocompatible, versatile, and MLT-loaded nanoplatform.

Cellular Uptake and Therapeutic Effect of Ce6/MLT@
SAB in Vitro. In this study, we selected 4T1 cells as a model
for the following experiments. Considering that MLT can
disrupt plasma membranes, we mixed free MLT or Ce6/
MLT@SAB with a fluorophore (FITC) solution and observed
4T1 cells by laser confocal microscopic imaging to assess
membrane permeabilization. As shown in Figure 2A, most 4T1
cells treated with free MLT had been dyed by the FITC by 5
min, indicating membrane permeabilization. However, the dye
remained external for the Ce6/MLT@SAB group at that time
point. The dye did not start to enter into cells until 10 min,
which indicates that the encapsulated MLT in Ce6/MLT@
SAB was still active; after the SA binds to membranes, the
MLT component may then begin to produce transmembrane
pores. To assess the cellular uptake ability of Ce6/MLT@SAB
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that was endowed by MLT, the cellular internalization
behaviors of the nanoplatforms in the presence or absence of

MLT against 4T1 cells were compared by confocal imaging,
flow cytometry, and TEM. As observed in Figure 2B,

Figure 3. ICD elicited by MLT-mediated PDT in vitro. (A) Immunofluorescence staining of CRT expression (green) on 4T1 cell surfaces
after different treatments. Phalloidin (red) represents the cytoskeleton. Scale bar = 20 μm. (B) Flow cytometric analysis of CRT expression
quantification. (C) ATP release by 4T1 cells after various treatments. (D) Flow cytometric analysis of CD80 expression by mature DCs after
immature DCs were stimulated with treated 4T1 cells. (E) Flow cytometric analysis of CD86 expression by mature DCs after immature DCs
were stimulated with treated 4T1 cells. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM (n = 3). (F) Clustered analysis of differential expression of
genes (p < 0.05). (G) KEGG pathway enrichment analysis for enriched genes treated by Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) (p < 0.05).
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compared to the platform without MLT (Ce6@SAB), Ce6/
MLT@SAB-treated cells displayed much higher fluorescence
signals under the same conditions, indicating increased capture
of nanoplatform-carried Ce6. Moreover, flow cytometry
analysis showed that the uptake of Ce6/MLT@SAB by 4T1
cells was 1.7-fold higher than that of Ce6@SAB (Figure 2C).
In addition, TEM images showed that the 4T1 cells treated
with Ce6/MLT@SAB had better intercellular accumulation
and showed a pattern that was more likely to be cytoplasmic
distribution; in contrast, endosomal/lysosomal distribution
was dominant for Ce6@SAB-treated cells (Figure 2D). Indeed,
the cytoplasmic distribution of photosensitizers is often
thought to be superior to endosomal/lysosomal distribution
with respect to PDT efficacy.37−39 These results indicated that
MLT loading facilitated the uptake and altered the cellular
distribution patterns of Ce6/MLT@SAB. It is well-known that
the intercellular internalization of nanoparticles often involves
one or more endocytosis pathways, wherein MLT can form
transmembrane pores through breakage of cell membranes.40

However, according to the findings of previous studies, MLT
treatment can lead to rapid cell death upon formation of
transmembrane pores due to the high cytolytic activity of free
MLT. Notably, in this study, we verified that MLT loading

onto the Ce6@SAB platform quenched MLT toxicity and
increased cell permeability without causing rapid and extensive
cell death, thus leading to enhanced cellular uptake.
The therapeutic effect of PDT is known to be largely

dependent on the generation of ROS, which can kill cancer
cells. To assess the ROS level produced by Ce6/MLT@SAB
solution under laser irradiation, measurements were performed
by using an ROS probe (3-diphenylisobenzofuran
[DPBF]).41,42 Figure S5 shows that Ce6/MLT@SAB and
Ce6@SAB had extremely similar decay curves with respect to
DPBF absorbance; these were much slower than those of free
Ce6, indicating a relative decrease in the level of ROS
production. Moreover, confocal imaging and flow cytometry
with a classical ROS probe (DCFH-DA) were conducted to
verify these conclusions in 4T1 cells. As shown in Figure 2E,
cells that received Ce6/MLT@SAB and 660 nm light
treatment, denoted as Ce6/MLT@SAB(+), showed the
strongest green fluorescence signal compared with that of the
control, Ce6@SAB(+), and Ce6/MLT@SAB groups; this
confirmed significantly enhanced ROS generation. Similarly,
flow cytometry analysis further demonstrated that Ce6/
MLT@SAB(+)-treated cells exhibited ROS production sig-
nificantly higher than that observed in any other groups

Figure 4. In vivo imaging and pharmacokinetics. (A) Pharmacokinetics profiles of Ce6/MLT@SAB after i.v. injection into the mice. (B) In
vivo fluorescence images of 4T1 tumor-bearing mice after injection of Ce6/MLT@SAB. (C) In vitro fluorescence images of major mouse
organs and tumors at 48 h after injection of Ce6/MLT@SAB. (D) Fluorescence intensities of mouse tissues as evaluated by quantitative
analysis. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM (n = 4). (E) Tumor uptake of Ce6@SAB or Ce6/MLT@SAB, analyzed by flow cytometry.
Data are presented as the mean ± SEM (n = 5).
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(Figure 2F). As Ce6/MLT@SAB integrated the functions of
both MLT and Ce6@SAB, the antitumor effects of MLT-based
tumor therapy and Ce6-based phototreatment were then
studied using cell counting kit-8 assay (CCK-8). As shown in
Figure 2G, Ce6/MLT@SAB(+)-treated cells displayed the
greatest killing effects, compared to Ce6@SAB(+) and Ce6/
MLT@SAB-treated groups, at tested concentrations ranging
from 9 to 70 μg/mL. We calculated the combination index
through the Chou−Talalay method and found that this
combination was synergistic (Figure S6). Notably, the killing
effect of the Ce6@SAB(+) group was not obvious, which is
likely due to inadequate laser power or illumination time.
Subsequently, the laser power was increased, and the killing
effect of the group was considerably improved (Figure S7).

Finally, we explored the synergistic therapeutic effect using an
in vitro apoptosis assay. As expected, Ce6/MLT@SAB(+)
induced apoptosis/necrosis in 31% of cells, whereas Ce6@
SAB(+) and Ce6/MLT@SAB induced apoptosis/necrosis in
18 and 16% of cells, respectively (Figure 2H,I). These data
indicate that the synergistic therapy possessed significant lethal
effects against 4T1 cells, and MLT loading onto Ce6/MLT@
SAB added to the therapeutic effect of Ce6/MLT@SAB.

In Vitro ICD Elicited by MLT-Mediated PDT. ICD is
generally regarded as a requirement for effective cancer
immunotherapy. Many studies and considerable clinical
evidence have demonstrated that PDT can elicit ICD, which
involves the release of DAMPs, including calreticulin (CRT),
extracellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and high mobility

Figure 5. In vivo evaluation of the platforms’ antitumor effects and systemic toxicity. (A) Schematic illustration of the experimental approach
of Ce6/MLT@SAB. (B) Growth curves of tumors with various treatments. (C) Representative tumors in each group. (D) Hematoxylin and
eosin staining, Ki67, and TUNEL immunohistochemical staining of tumors from groups that received various treatments. Scale bar = 50 μm.
(E) Body weights in mice after various treatments. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM (n = 6) for (B,E). (F) Hemanalysis of WBC count,
RBC count, HGB, MCHC, MCH, AST, ALT, and T-Bil. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM (n = 3).
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group box 1 (HMGB1). Such signals promote the maturation
of DCs, which can effectively present antigens and mobilize
host adaptive immunity.43 To verify whether MLT synergism
with PDT could further promote ICD, we treated 4T1 cells
with PBS, Ce6@SAB(+), Ce6/MLT@SAB, or Ce6/MLT@
SAB(+), followed by measurement of CRT expression and
ATP secretion. The cell-surface CRT expression was detected
by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and flow
cytometry. CLSM showed that cell-surface signals (green)
dramatically increased in Ce6/MLT@SAB, Ce6@SAB(+), and
Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) groups (Figure 3A), compared with the
signals of the control group. The Ce6/MLT@SAB(+)-treated
cells showed the greatest level of cell-surface CRT expression;
it was 1.7-fold, 2.3-fold, and 28.1-fold higher than the levels of
expression in the Ce6/MLT@SAB, Ce6@SAB(+), and control
group, respectively. Notably, cancer cells treated with Ce6/
MLT@SAB also showed cell-surface CRT expression much
greater than that of the control group (Figure 3B). Moreover,
the Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) and Ce6/MLT@SAB groups had
very similar levels of ATP secretion, which were 4.0-fold and
4.2-fold higher than those of the control group, respectively
(Figure 3C). To explore whether Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) could
promote DC maturation, mouse bone-marrow-derived DCs
from BALB/C mice were cultured with 4T1 cells that had been
subjected to various treatments. DC maturation was analyzed
with the CD86 and CD80 markers by using flow cytometry. As
shown in Figure 3D,E, treatment with Ce6/MLT@SAB(+)
resulted in significantly enhanced percentages of CD86+ and
CD80+ cells, compared with the other groups, indicating
improved capacity for triggering DC maturation. Several
research studies have shown that ROS can elicit ICD.10,11,44

To assess the potential mechanism of immune activation, we
performed transcriptome sequencing in 4T1 cells under
different treatment conditions. The differential gene expression
levels between each treated group compared to those with the
control are shown in Figure S8A. Some of the enriched genes
are displayed in Figure 3F and were partly verified by QT-PCR
(real-time quantitative PCR) (Figure S8B). We found that the
PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, which plays a role in ATP
secretion and exposure of CRT on the surface of cancer cells,
was strongly enriched with 660 nm laser irradiation (Figure
3G). Thus, we concluded that MLT loading played an
important role in Ce6/MLT@SAB(+)-triggered ICD and in
maturation of DCs, which was also verified in vivo (Figure S9).
In Vivo Imaging and Pharmacokinetics. Next, we

investigated the in vivo pharmacokinetic behavior of Ce6@
SAB and Ce6/MLT@SAB using inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). As shown in Figure S10 and
Figure 4A, Ce6@SAB and Ce6/MLT@SAB, respectively, had
a relatively long blood half-life of 4.6 and 3.6 h, possibly due to
their ideal size (100−400 nm), which effectively enabled
avoidance of clearance by the liver, spleen, and kidney.45

Furthermore, stable surface capping of SA may have rendered
them able to escape rapid phagocytosis by macrophages.46 Ce6
molecules could serve as near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence
probes; thus, in vivo whole-body NIR imaging was performed
on 4T1-tumor-bearing mice that had been intravenously
(denoted as i.v.) injected with Ce6/MLT@SAB. Typical in
vivo NIR images are shown in Figure 4B; fluorescence intensity
gradually enhanced in the tumor regions with time and reached
its peak at 24 h after injection of Ce6/MLT@SAB. At 24 and
48 h, subsets of mice were sacrificed to allow harvesting of the
tumors and main organs for imaging. Consistent with the in

vivo fluorescence imaging results, ex vivo images further
confirmed the preferable distribution of Ce6/MLT@SAB in
tumors (Figure 4C); these were 6.0-fold, 1.5-fold, 3.6-fold, 4.2-
fold, and 2.4-fold higher than those observed in hearts, livers,
spleens, lungs, and kidneys at 24 h postinjection (Figure 4D).
Therefore, we used the interval of 24 h for the following
phototherapy studies.
To increase the effectiveness of PDT treatment, the

photosensitizer must be distributed in tumor cells but not in
the extracellular matrix; this elevates the efficacy of ROS. Thus,
the in vivo uptake of Ce6/MLT@SAB by tumor cells was also
examined by flow cytometry at 24 h after i.v. injection of Ce6/
MLT@SAB. Importantly, the Ce6/MLT@SAB-treated mice
showed much higher intercellular fluorescence signals, which
increased by 21.4% compared to those in Ce6@SAB-treated
mice (Figure 4E). This result might be related to the ability of
MLT to form transmembrane pores that improve the
accumulation of Ce6/MLT@SAB in tumor cells.

In Vivo Anticancer Effect of Ce6/MLT@SAB. To assess
the therapeutic potential of Ce6/MLT@SAB, we performed
preliminary experiments using Ce6/MLT@SAB for treatment
of established subcutaneous 4T1 tumors in mice. When tumor
volumes reached approximately 30 mm3, the mice received
four doses of i.v. injection of PBS, Ce6@SAB, free MLT (2.5
mg/kg), or Ce6/MLT@SAB (2.5 mg/kg MLT) every 2 days
(Figure 5A). As depicted in Figure 5B, similar to the PBS
control, the average tumor volume in the Ce6@SAB-treated
group became progressively larger with time and exceeded
1000 mm3 at 24 days post-treatment. As expected, both free
MLT and Ce6/MLT@SAB-treated mice showed obvious
tumor growth inhibition. The Ce6/MLT@SAB-treated group
showed significantly greater inhibitory efficacy (65.3%)
compared to that of the MLT group (34.6%), possibly due
to the nanoplatform design that supported better blood
circulating time and tumor accumulation. Representative
dissected tumors of each group are shown in Figure 5C,
with additional tumor images shown in Figure S11; the tumor
tissues were stained with hematoxylin and eosin staining,
TUNEL, and Ki67 for histological examinations. The results
showed that treatment with Ce6/MLT@SAB induced an
optimal level of necrotic lesions and the highest rate of
apoptosis (Figure 5D). To assess the biocompatibility of these
treatments, the body weights of mice from each group were
measured, and blood was collected from the mice at 24 days
post-treatment for biochemical analysis and hemanalysis.
Throughout the experiment, mice treated with Ce6/MLT@
SAB remained normal, as demonstrated by the absence of
abnormal behavioral changes or body weight loss (Figure 5E).
There were no notable differences in the number of RBCs,
mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC), level
of hemoglobin (HGB) and mean corpuscular hemoglobin
(MCH), and the hepatic/renal functional parameters [alanine
transaminase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), and
total bilirubin (T-Bil)] among the four groups (Figure 5F).
However, the white blood cell (WBC) count in the free MLT
group was approximately 10-fold higher than that in other
groups and was not in the normal range, indicating a degree of
potential systemic toxicity. With respect to the designed Ce6/
MLT@SAB, there were negligible abnormalities of the major
organs, implying little or no side effects (Figure S12).

Effects of Ce6/MLT@SAB-Mediated Phototreatment
in Vivo. Next, we sought to explore the therapeutic
combination effects of Ce6/MLT@SAB and phototreatment
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(Figure 6A). When tumor volumes reached approximately 80
mm3, each mouse received a single dose of i.v. injection of
PBS, Ce6@SAB, Ce6/MLT(+), or Ce6/MLT@SAB(+). As
shown in Figure 6B, at 18 days post-treatment, the average
tumor volume in the control group exceeded 1000 mm3,
whereas the Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) group had an average tumor
volume of 292.3 mm3, indicating that Ce6/MLT@SAB(+)
could provide strong tumor inhibition. Moreover, the
inhibitory rate for Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) reached 73.5%, which
was significantly higher than that of Ce6/MLT(+) (57.5%),
further confirming the central role of MLT in mediating the
enhanced antitumor efficacy. For this experiment, the tumor
growth was recorded for 60 days. As shown in Figure 6C, the
mice in PBS, Ce6@SAB, and Ce6/MLT@SAB groups were all
dead (average tumor volumes >1000 mm3). At day 35, the
survival rates of mice treated with Ce6@SAB(+) and Ce6/
MLT@SAB(+) were 33.3 and 83.3%, respectively. Moreover,
the percentage of mice with complete regression reached
33.3% at day 60 in the Ce6/MLT@SAB(+)-treated group, but
complete regression was not observed among Ce6@SAB(+)-
treated mice, suggesting that Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) treatment
could ablate existing tumors (Figure 6D). Overall, these data
suggested that Ce6/MLT@SAB phototreatment can eliminate
subcutaneous breast tumors.
Combination of Immunotherapy and Ce6/MLT@SAB

Phototreatment. Due to the enhanced ICD levels mediated
by Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) in vitro, it is imperative to explore
whether Ce6/MLT@SAB phototreatment combined with anti-
PD-1 immunotherapy can provide enhanced therapeutic
antitumor efficacy. In this experimental setting, mice with an

average tumor volume of approximately 80 mm3 were
subjected to various treatments. In the anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-
1 + Ce6/MLT@SAB phototreatment groups, mice received
anti-PD-1 treatments on days 3, 5, and 7 (Figure 7A). As
expected, anti-PD-1 + Ce6/MLT@SAB phototreatment
demonstrated the greatest therapeutic efficacy relative to that
of anti-PD-1 alone, Ce6/MLT@SAB(+), and Ce6/MLT@
SAB treatments (Figure S13). An increasing body of evidence
indicates that T cells play an important role in adaptive
antitumor immune responses, thus we also measured the
infiltration of T cells in tumors to assess the immunother-
apeutic effect. The gating strategy for CD4+ T cells and CD8+

T cells, defined by Zom−CD45+CD4+ and Zom−CD45+CD8+

cells, respectively, is shown in Figure 7B. As shown in Figure
7C, the percentage of CD4+ T cells in the anti-PD-1 + Ce6/
MLT@SAB phototreatment group was 6.7-fold higher than
that of the PBS group. Similarly, the percentage of CD8+ T
cells in the anti-PD-1 + Ce6/MLT@SAB phototreatment
group was higher than the percentages in the PBS, Ce6@
SAB(+), Ce6/MLT@SAB, and Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) groups
(Figure 7D). Previous studies have demonstrated that myeloid-
derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) are detrimental to cancer
immunotherapy, based on the functional inhibition of CD8+ T
cells that facilitates tumor growth.47−49 The gating strategy for
MDSCs, defined by Zom−CD45+CD11b+GR1+ cells, is shown
in Figure 7E. As shown in Figure 7F, treatments with Ce6/
MLT@SAB and anti-PD-1 alone had no obvious effects on the
numbers of MDSCs. As expected, the administration of the
anti-PD-1 + Ce6/MLT@SAB phototreatment significantly
prolonged the survival of the mice (Figure 7G). Whereas

Figure 6. In vivo combination therapeutic effects of Ce6/MLT@SAB-mediated phototreatment. (A) Schematic illustration of MLT-mediated
PDT. (B) Growth curves of tumors with disparate treatments. (C) Survival rates of mice with various treatments. (D) Percentages of CR
mice in each treatment group. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM (n = 6) for (B−D).
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Figure 7. In vivo activation of immune responses elicited by MLT-mediated immunogenic PDT. (A) Schematic illustration of experimental
approach of Ce6/MLT@SAB-mediated immunotherapy. (B) Gating strategy for flow cytometric analysis of T cells. (C,D) Flow cytometric
analysis of the percentages of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells with various treatments. (E) Gating strategy for flow cytometric analysis of MDSCs.
(F) Flow cytometric analysis of MDSCs in tumors with various treatments. (G) Survival rates of mice with various treatments. Data are
presented as the mean ± SEM (n = 6) for (B−G).
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treating the primary tumor with PDT can generate an adaptive
immune response affecting distal tumors (abscopal effect),50

we found out that Ce6/MLT@SAB(+) could control distal
tumors more effectively with anti-PD-1 treatment (Figure
S14). Collectively, our results indicated that the addition of
anti-PD-1 immunotherapy can strengthen the antitumor ability
of Ce6/MLT@SAB phototreatment to achieve the desired
therapeutic effect.

CONCLUSION
In summary, a multifunctional platform, Ce6/MLT@SAB, was
successfully created for effective delivery of MLT and Ce6. The
introduction of SAB to Ce6/MLT@SAB allowed stable and
efficient incorporation of MLT and greatly reduced the
hemolytic effect of MLT. Based on the attenuated cytotoxicity
of the carried MLT, Ce6/MLT@SAB improved Ce6 delivery
into cancer cells both in vitro and in vivo, thereby promoting
enhanced intracellular ROS generation with phototreatment.
More importantly, Ce6/MLT@SAB-mediated phototreatment
could trigger DC activation and cause high levels of ICD, thus
eliciting strong antitumor immune responses. The results
showed that a single injection of Ce6/MLT@SAB, combined
with phototreatment, could eradicate one-third of subcuta-
neous tumors in a mouse model. The addition of anti-PD-1 to
Ce6/MLT@SAB phototreatment further promoted these
antitumor effects, resulting in increased numbers of CD4+

and CD8+ T cells in tumors and reduced numbers of MDSCs
(Scheme 1). Thus, we have developed an organic−inorganic

hybrid nanocarrier coloaded with bee venom MLT and a
photosensitizer for combinational photodynamic therapy and
immunotherapy in treatment of breast cancer.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents. Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate [Al(NO3)3·9H2O],

ethylenediamine (EDA), 1,3-DPBF, and SA were purchased from
Aladdin (China). Ce6 was obtained from J&K Scientific (Beijing,
China). MLT was synthesized by Bankpeptide Ltd. (Hefei, China).
All chemical reagents were analytical grade and used without further
purification.
Synthesis of AlO(OH) Nanoparticles. AlO(OH) nanoparticles

were obtained using a previously reported method with slight
modifications. Specifically, 20 mL of [Al(NO3)3·9H2O] solution (69.6
mg/mL in ultrapure water) and 0.25 mL of EDA were added to a 50

mL glass vial with continuous stirring; the approximate pH of the
mixture was 5. Subsequently, the mixture was transferred into a
stainless-steel autoclave and maintained at 200 °C for 8 h. When the
reaction was completed, the resulting AlO(OH) nanoparticles were
separated by centrifugation and washed several times with ethyl
alcohol and ultrapure water to remove all ionic remnants. The purified
AlO(OH) nanoparticles were stored at 4 °C until use.

Synthesis of Ce6/MLT@SAB. The purified AlO(OH) nano-
particles (10 mg) were dispersed in water and mixed with SA (10
mg). Then, 1 mL of Ce6 (5 mg/mL in dimethyl sulfoxide) was added
into the SA-AlO(OH) solution with vigorous mixing at room
temperature in the dark. After 12 h, the resulting Ce6@SAB was
purified by centrifugation and washed three times with water to
remove free SA and Ce6. Subsequently, 1 mL of MLT (5 mg/mL in
ultrapure water) was gradually added into the Ce6@SAB solution.
Finally, the Ce6/MLT@SAB was obtained by filtering the reaction
liquid with 100 kDa filters.

Instrumentation. TEM images were obtained by Tecnai G20
(FEI Corp. USA), operated at 200 kV. The zeta-potential and
hydration particle size were determined by using a ZetaSizer Nano
series Nano-ZS (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK). The
chemical structure was determined by FTIR (Nicolet IS50 Thermo
Fisher, USA). UV−visible absorption was measured by a UV−vis
spectrophotometer (UV 1800 PC, Mapada, China). The concen-
tration of MLT in the supernatant was measured by HPLC
(SHIMADZU, Japan) at the characteristic wavelength of 214 nm
and compared with the MLT standard curve. The MLT encapsulation
efficiency (EE%) was calculated by using the following equation: EE%
= (Wloaded drug/Wtotal drug) × 100%. Confocal laser scanning microscope
(CLSM, Zeiss LSM 710, Germany) was used in this study.

Cell Culture. 4T1 murine breast tumor cells were purchased from
American Type Culture Collection and maintained in Roswell Park
Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium (Gibico) with 10% FBS
(Gibico), 100 μg/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin at 37
°C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2.

Hemolysis Assay. Fresh mouse blood was collected for RBC
isolation by centrifugation (1000 rpm, 5 min). RBCs were suspended
at a density of 5 × 107 cells/mL in PBS buffer. For the hemolysis
assay, 500 μL of RBCs was incubated with various concentrations of
free MLT and Ce6/MLT@SAB at 37 °C for 4 h. The negative control
was RBCs suspended in PBS without any treatment. The positive
control was RBCs treated with 1% Triton X-100. After centrifugation
(1000 rpm, 10 min), the supernatants of each group were analyzed by
a microplate reader (Tecan Group Ltd., Mannedorf, Switzerland).

Intracellular ROS Measurement. For flow cytometry, 4T1 cells
(4 × 104 cells/well) were seeded into 48-well plates (NSET, China)
with 500 μL of RPMI 1640 medium per well and then cultured for 24
h. After this, the cells were then mixed with PBS, Ce6@SAB, or Ce6/
MLT@SAB at the same concentration of Ce6 (30 μg/mL). After 4 h
of incubation, the cells were irradiated with or without a 660 nm laser
for 45 s (5 mW/cm2) and then stained with DCFH-DA (Beyotime
Biotechnology, China) for 0.5 h at 37 °C in an atmosphere of 5%
CO2. Finally, the cells were collected, and ROS generation was
detected by flow cytometry.

For CLSM observation, cancer cells (1 × 104 cells/well) were
seeded into 24-well plates (NSET, China) with 1 mL of RPMI 1640
medium per well and cultured for 24 h. 4T1 Cells were then treated
with PBS, Ce6@SAB, or Ce6/MLT@SAB at the identical amount of
Ce6 (30 μg/mL). After being incubated for 4 h, the cells were treated
with or without a 660 nm laser for 45 s (5 mW/cm2) and then stained
with DCFH-DA for 0.5 h at 37 °C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2,
followed by 1 μM 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining
(Invitrogen, USA) for 10 min. Finally, the cells were observed by
using a fluorescence confocal microscope at an excitation wavelength
of 488 nm for DCF and 405 nm for DAPI.

Cell Viability Experiment. 4T1 cells (8 × 103 cells/well) were
seeded into a 96-well plate (NSET, China) and further cultured with
100 μL of medium per well for 24 h. After being treated with Ce6@
SAB or Ce6/MLT@SAB at various concentrations of Ce6 and
cultured for 4 h, these cells were irradiated with or without a 660 nm

Scheme 1. Depiction of an Organic−Inorganic Hybrid
Nanocarrier Coloaded with Bee Venom MLT and a
Photosensitizer for Combinational Photodynamic Therapy
and Immunotherapy
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laser for 45 s (5 mW/cm2). After 24 h incubation, cell viability was
determined by the CCK-8 assay (Beyotime Biotechnology, China).
Apoptosis Assay. 4T1 cells (4 × 104 cells/well) were seeded into

48-well plates with moderate medium and cultured for 24 h. After
being treated with PBS, Ce6@SAB, or Ce6/MLT@SAB at an
equivalent amount of Ce6 (30 μg/mL) for 4 h, the cells were
irradiated with or without a 660 nm laser for 45 s (5 mW/cm2). After
incubation for 24 h, these cells were collected by trypsin without
EDTA and washed with PBS. Propidium iodide (Beyotime
Biotechnology, China) was added to the suspended cells for staining
for 10 min; they were then analyzed by flow cytometry.
In Vitro Induction of DC Maturation. BMDCs were isolated

from femurs and tibiae of female BALB/c mice (6−8 weeks of age).
After the removal of RBCs using RBC lysis buffer, BMDCs were
cultured in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% FBS and 20 ng/mL
GM-CSF (PeproTech, USA) for 5 days. On day 6, non-adherent cells
were co-incubated with 4T1 cells treated with PBS, Ce6@SAB, or
Ce6/MLT@SAB at an equal concentration of Ce6 (30 μg/mL) and
irradiated with or without a 660 nm laser for 45 s (5 mW/cm2). After
24 h, DCs were stained with PE-anti-mouse CD80 and APC anti-
mouse CD86 antibodies (Biolegend, USA) and then analyzed by flow
cytometry.
In Vitro Detection of Crucial ICD Biomarkers. Cell surface

expression of CRT was detected by immunofluorescence and flow
cytometry. For CLSM observation, tumor cells were seeded into 24-
well plates (1 × 104 cells/well), cultured with 1 mL of RPMI 1640
medium per well for 24 h. These cells were then treated with PBS,
Ce6@SAB, or Ce6/MLT@SAB at an equal amount of Ce6 (30 μg/
mL) for 4 h incubation. After being irradiated with or without a 660
nm laser for 45 s (5 mW/cm2), these cells were incubated for an
additional 24 h. Then the cells were fixed with paraformaldehyde for
15 min and stained with anticalreticulin antibody (Abcam, USA) for 1
h; they were then labeled with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated secondary
antibody (Life Technologies, USA) for 1 h. After the cells were
stained with phalloidin (Servicebio, China) for 1 h and DAPI for 10
min, they were observed by fluorescence CLSM (Zeiss LSM 710) at
excitation wavelengths of 488 nm for CRT, 570 nm for phalloidin,
and 405 nm for DAPI. For flow cytometry, 4T1 tumor cells (4 × 104

cells/well) were seeded into a 48-well plate with 500 μL of RPMI
1640 medium per well. After being cultured for 24 h, cells were added
with PBS, Ce6@SAB, or Ce6/MLT@SAB at the same amount of Ce6
(30 μg/mL). After an additional 4 h incubation, the cells were
irradiated with or without a 660 nm laser for 45 s (5 mW/cm2).
Twenty-four hours later, they were then stained with an
anticalreticulin antibody for 30 min, followed by labeling with an
Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated secondary antibody for 30 min. Finally,
the cells were collected, and CRT expression was measured by flow
cytometry.
Extracellularly released ATP was examined using the chemilumi-

nescence ATP determination kit. 4T1 cells were seeded into a 96-well
plate (8 × 103 cells/well) with 100 μL of RPMI 1640 medium per
well. Twenty-four hours later, the cells were then incubated with
Ce6@SAB or Ce6/MLT@SAB at an equivalent concentration of Ce6
(30 μg/mL) for 4 h and irradiated with or without a 660 nm laser for
45 s (5 mW/cm2). After an additional 24 h incubation, the cell
supernatant was collected and detected by the chemiluminescence
ATP determination kit, in accordance with the manufacturer’s
protocol.
RNA-Seq Analysis. For RNA-Seq analysis, 4T1 murine breast

tumor cells (4 × 104 cells/well) were seeded into 48-well plates added
with 500 μL of RPMI 1640 medium per well and cultured for 24 h.
4T1 cells were then treated with PBS, Ce6@SAB, or Ce6/MLT@SAB
at an identical concentration of Ce6 (30 μg/mL). Four hours later,
these cells were irradiated with or without a 660 nm laser for 45 s (5
mW/cm2). After 24 h culture, RNA of the cells was collected
according to the instruction manual of the TRIzol reagent. RNA
concentration and purity was measured by a NanoDrop2000
spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher, USA) and Labchip GX Touch
HT nucleic acid analyzer (PerkinElmer, USA). High-quality RNA was
sent to WuHan Bioacme Biological Technologies Corporation

(Wuhan, China) for cDNA library construction and sequencing.
mRNA was then enriched by oligo (dT) beads. RNA sequencing
libraries were generated using the KAPA stranded RNA-Seq kit for
illumina with multiplexing primers, according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Then sequencing was performed on illumina Nova
sequencer.

Real-Time Quantitative PCR. 4T1 cells (4 × 104 cells/well) were
seeded into 48-well plates with 500 μL of RPMI 1640 medium per
well and then cultured for 24 h. Cells were then treated with PBS,
Ce6@SAB, or Ce6/MLT@SAB at an equal concentration of Ce6 (30
μg/mL). After 4 h of incubation, the cells were irradiated with or
without a 660 nm laser for 45 s (5 mW/cm2). After incubation for 24
h, total RNA of these treated cells was extracted with a MicroElute
total RNA kit R6831-01 (OMEGA) and reversed-transcribed into
cDNA using a ReverTra Ace qPCR RT kit FSQ-101 (TOYOBO,
Japan). The cDNA was amplificated utilizing the AceQ Universal
SYBR qPCR Master Mix (Vazyme Biotech, China) on a Bio-Rad real-
time PCR system (Bio-Rad, USA). The gene mRNA levels were
normalized by GAPDH. The primer sequences are shown as follows:
MMP12 (GCCATCTGGGCCAAAGATACC, AGTTGCTT-
CTAGCCCAAAGAAC), HSPA8 (TCTCGGCACCACCTACTCC,
CTACGCCCGATCAGACGTTT), ATF3 (GAGGATT-
TTGCTAACCTGACACC, TTGACGGTAACTGACTCCAGC),
PTGS2 (TTCAACACACTCTATCACTGGC, AGAAGCG-
TTTGCGGTACTCAT), and GSTA3 (TGGCGGGGAAGC-
CAGTCCTT, ACCTTGCCAGGTCATCCCGAGT). All primers
were synthesized by Sangon Biotech (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Animal Model. Female BALB/c mice (6−8 weeks old) were
purchased from HBCDC (Wuhan, China). All animal studies were
performed in compliance with protocols that were approved by the
Hubei Provincial Animal Care and Use Committee, following the
experimental guidelines of the Animal Experimentation Ethics
Committee of the Huazhong University of Science and Technology
(HUST, Wuhan, China). A subcutaneous tumor model was
established by subcutaneously injecting 4T1 cells (1 × 106 cells/
mouse) into the right flank of each mouse. The tumor volume was
enumerated using the following formula: width2 × length × 0.5.

In Vivo Imaging System. When tumor volumes reached 200
mm3, female BALB/c mice were separated into three groups at
random. A volume of 300 μL of Ce6/MLT@SAB was intravenously
injected with an equal MLT concentration (2.5 mg/kg). At 2.5, 6, 12,
24, and 48 h after injection, the FL signals of Ce6 were measured by a
Spectral Instruments imaging optical imaging platform (Lago X, Cold
Spring Biotech Corp) (ex: 690 nm; filter: 710 nm). Tumors and
major organs were also collected and imaged 24 and 48 h later.

In Vivo Cellular Uptake. To explore the in vivo cellular uptake of
the platforms, when tumor volumes reached 30 mm3, female BALB/c
mice were separated into three groups at random for various
treatments (n = 5 per group): (1) i.v. injection with 300 μL of PBS;
(2) i.v. injection with 300 μL of Ce6@SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg); (3)
i.v. injection with 300 μL of Ce6/MLT@SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg).
At 24 h after injection, these mice were sacrificed and tumors were
harvested, digested, and ground to produce single-cell suspensions.
These suspensions were labeled with mixtures of anti-mouse APC-
A750-Zombie NIR and PE-Cy7 anti-mouse CD45 (Biolegend, USA)
to identify tumor cells and then assessed by flow cytometry.

Therapeutic Effect in Animals. To explore the MLT therapeutic
effect of the platforms, when tumor volumes reached 30 mm3, female
BALB/c mice were separated into four groups at random for various
treatments (n = 6 per group): (1) i.v. injection with 300 μL of PBS;
(2) i.v. injection with 300 μL of Ce6@SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg); (3)
i.v. injection with 300 μL of Ce6/MLT@SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg);
or (4) i.v. injection with 300 μL of free MLT (identical dose to that in
Ce6/MLT@SAB, 2.5 mg/kg), every other day for a total of four
doses. The body weight and tumor size of each mouse were
monitored every other day for 24 days.

These mice were sacrificed at 24 days postinjection, and their
major organs (hearts, livers, spleens, lungs, and kidneys) and tumor
tissues were harvested for hematoxylin and eosin staining. In addition,
tumors were stained with Ki67 (CST) and TUNEL (Roche) for
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immunohistochemical analysis. Fresh blood of the treated animals was
also harvested for biochemical analyses.
To investigate the combination effect of MLT synergism with

PDT, when tumor volumes reached 80 mm3, female BALB/c mice
were separated into five groups at random (n = 6 per group): (1) i.v.
injection with 300 μL of PBS; (2) i.v. injection with 300 μL of Ce6@
SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg); (3) i.v. injection with 300 μL of Ce6/
MLT@SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg; MLT dose: 2.5 mg/kg); (4) i.v.
injection with 300 μL of Ce6@SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg) with a 660
nm light (0.1 W/cm2, 20 min); and (5) i.v. injection with 300 μL of
Ce6/MLT@SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg; MLT dose: 2.5 mg/kg) with a
660 nm light (0.1 W/cm2, 20 min).
In Vivo Antitumor Immunity. To explore antitumor immunity,

when tumor volumes reached 80 mm3, female BALB/c mice were
separated into six groups at random (n = 6 per group): (1) i.v.
injection with PBS; (2) i.v. injection with Ce6@SAB with laser
irradiation (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg); (3) i.v. injection with Ce6/MLT@
SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg; MLT dose: 2.5 mg/kg); (4) i.v. injection
with Ce6/MLT@SAB (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg; MLT dose: 2.5 mg/kg)
with a 660 nm light (0.1 W/cm2, 20 min); (5) intraperitoneal
injection with anti-PD-1 (10 mg/kg every other day for a total of four
doses after phototreatment); and (6) i.v. injection with Ce6/MLT@
SAB + intraperitoneal injection with anti-PD-1 (every other day for a
total of four doses after phototreatment) with a 660 nm light (0.1 W/
cm2, 20 min) (Ce6 dose: 5 mg/kg; MLT dose: 2.5 mg/kg; anti-PD-1
dose: 10 mg/kg). The tumor size of each mouse was monitored every
other day for 9 days.
For analysis of antitumor immune responses, tumors were

harvested, digested, and ground to produce single-cell suspensions.
These suspensions were labeled with mixtures of anti-mouse APC-
A750-Zombie NIR, PE-Cy7 anti-mouse CD45, FITC anti-mouse
CD8, and PE anti-mouse CD4 to identify the T lymphocytes; or with
APC-A750-Zombie NIR, PE-Cy7 anti-mouse CD45, FITC anti-
mouse CD11b, and APC anti-mouse GR1 (Biolegend) to identify
MDSCs. All mixtures were assessed by flow cytometry.
Statistical Analysis. Data in this study are presented as mean ±

standard error of the mean (SEM). For in vitro studies, unpaired
Students t tests were used for statistical comparison. Overall survival
was analyzed using the Kaplan−Meier method. Statistical significance
was expressed as * for p < 0.05, ** for p < 0.01, and *** for p < 0.001.
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